
 

 

Tuesday 24th April 2018 
 

M.A.Hart Hayward Cup Final 
Bmth Manor A    2-4  Talbot Rise Utd 
 
Saturday Premier Division 
AFC Burton  1-1 Parley Sports Res 
Alderholt   2-5 Bmth Sports 
Hamworthy Recreation  1-4  Bmth Electric  
 

Chris Forbes scored for AFC Burton but Curt 
Raynor replied for Parley to end this game level in 
a league meeting of the two protagonists that 
contested the Poole Bay final that took over 145 
minutes to decide just a week ago, A scoreline to 
prove how evenly matched the two teams are. 
AFC Burton remain in sixth and Parley fourth in 
the table, their positions remaining unchanged by 
the fixture.  
 Ian Musselwhite added a further 4 goals to his 
already impressive goal tally this season with 
substitute Ashley Nippard scoring the fifth as 
Alderholt lost 5-2 to visitors Bmth Sports. For 
Alderholt, Alex Brown netted their goal the other 
being an own goal by Sports. 
 Hamworthy Recreation saw visitors Electric steal 
the three points with a comfortable win at Magna 
road. Max Crow, Steve Flynn, Kieron Mulvey and 
Lucas Gelsleichter all claimed a goal apiece for 
Electric and Carl Edwards replied for the home 
side. 
  
Saturday Division One 
Bisterne Utd  7-0 Bmth Sports res 
Bmth Electric Res  1-0 Portcastrian 
Bransgore Utd  4-3 Queens Park Athletic 
Westover Bmth Res  HW Alderholt Res 
 

Bisterne Utd demolished visitors Bmth Sports 
Reserves at their home ground 7-0 on Tuesday 
night in the first of four scheduled Hayward  
Saturday Division One games. Timo Gleed 
claiming a hat-trick and  Callum Fowler a brace, 
with Tom Faulkner and Craig Frost adding one 
apiece for a convincing win.  
 Bournemouth Electric Reserves  grabbed the 
three points just  10 minutes from the end of their 
tight encounter with Portcastrian. Charlie May 
managing to lob the visitors keeper in the 80th 
minute which proved to be  the only lapse  in a 
game which was  a display of defensive 
superiority from both sides. Bransgore United 
came out winners by the odd goal in another 7 

goal thriller against Queens Park Atheltic.  A goal 
by Jordan Monks and two from Martin Smith were 
not enough to equal the striking prowess of Lee 
Vint for United who netted all four of the  
homesides goals. Alderholt Reserves were forced 
to  scratched their game away at Westover due to 
lack of players available on the Tuesday night. 
 
Saturday Division Two 
Milford   9-2 New Milton Eagles 

 
Table topping Milford showed why they have only 
Manor A for company as the pair have run away 
with the Division, with a 9-2 win over 3rd placed 
and ‘best of the rest’ New Milton Eagles. Matt 
Vining scored a hat-trick, Jack Burden claimed 
two with  Luca Lazzen-Musprut, Ryan Vaughan, 
Ronan Sutton and Matt Wade all adding to the 
scoreline for the home side. Lee Borley and Sam 
Grimes scored for Eagles in reply to give the 
visitors some cheer. 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


